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Abstract
The paper examines the role of the culture and its influence on the outer world reflection when forming
metaphor terms of the theatre terminology. Moreover, connection and interaction of the language and
culture was investigated. Semantic term formation of the theatre terminology of the English language is
considered in relation to the English linguistic worldview. The analysis of the base words forming
metaphorical terms by means of the semantic changes, was carried out. To achieve the research
objectives, the current stage of the theater and theatre terminology development, namely the conditional
chronological frameworks since 1990 and up to the present time, was used. The research was conducted
from the standpoint of the sociolinguistics, which makes it possible to determine the time of introducing
the new terms denoting the phenomena of this area more accurately. The present research proves that
turning a poetic metaphor into a term is not the exception, but the rule. Characteristic types of
metaphorically formed terms, namely, the primary terminological metaphor, primary interdisciplinary
terminological metaphor, and secondary terminological metaphor, were identified. The paper reveals the
common semantic components in the structure of a common-literary word and metaphorical term
actualized in the process of the metaphorical term formation.
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1.

Introduction
One of the contemporary problems of the theatre terminology is transferring the emotional and

expressive component of the term meaning when translating the theatre literature (Korobova et al., 2017;
Malushko et al., 2016).
In the linguistic literature, there are two points of view on the question of the stylistic
characteristics of terms. In the middle of the 20th century, most terminology specialists (Lotte, 1982;
Reformatsky, 1959) traditionally considered the term stylistically neutral. However, the majority of
scientists believe that the meaning of a significant number of terminological units has an emotional and
expressive component. Such scientists as Brandt and Per (2005), Zoltan (2010), Gibbs (2008) and many
others recognize that it cannot be said that a term is entirely stylistically neutral. Since terms can express
the speaker's attitude to the subject of speech and be expressive, therefore, the emotionality of the term
cannot be excluded (Bobyreva et al., 2017; Serebryakova & Milostivaya, 2017). Turning a poetic
metaphor into a scientific and term is not an exception, but the rule.

2.

Problem Statement
Research of the modern theatre terminology system has shown that some of the terms were formed

by the semantic shift of concept, that is, with the help of various types of changes in the meaning of the
existing words in the language (Murugova, 2017). To achieve the research objectives, the current stage of
the theatre and theatre terminology development, namely the conditional chronological frameworks since
1990 and up to the present time, was used. The research was conducted from the standpoint of the
sociolinguistics, which makes it possible to determine the time of introducing the new terms denoting the
phenomena of this area more accurately. The paper considers the most productive semantic type of term
formation, namely, the metaphor, which amounts to 205 terminological units of the total sample.

3.

Research Questions
The research has shown that the process of most theatrical terms’ formation is based on the

mechanism of metaphorization. Furthermore, Potebnya (1976) believed that metaphorization is a general
law of the language development, its constant semantic movement.

"If the metaphoricity of the

language," the author wrote, "means the language property, according to which any subsequent meaning
(a respectful word) can be created only by means of the different previous meaning, so that an infinite
number of derivatives can be created from a limited number of relatively elementary words, then
metaphoricity is always the property of the language" (Potebnya, 1976, p. 434).
This paper is devoted to the presentation of the study results of the metaphorization as the main
type of terms formation and to the analysis of the base words that have formed metaphorical terms
through the semantic changes. As a result of the statistical analysis carried out at the inventory stage, 205
units of terms and term combinations formed by reinterpreting the borrowed lexical units’ meanings on
the basis of similarity, that is, metaphorically, which is 24.1% of the total number of terms in the sample,
were identified. When studying the semantic content of the described terms, the characteristic types of
metaphorically formed terms, which were defined in the study by Bezzateeva (2006) as "primary
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terminological metaphor, primary interdisciplinary terminological metaphor, secondary terminological
metaphor" were identified (p. 150).
3.1. Primary terminological metaphors. Interdisciplinary primary terminological metaphor
Metaphorical terms that appeared in the theatre terminology as a result of borrowing and semantic
reinterpretation of the literary word" (Bezzateeva, 2006, p. 147; Rebrina & Malushko, 2017) are called in
our research, after E. G. Bezzateeva, primary terminological metaphors. The examples of the
metaphorical terms of this type are represented in Table 1.
Table 01. Primary terminological metaphors
Terms
Definitions
Is a short version of the lighting plan used by the lighting artist for the layout
Cheatsheet
of lighting fixtures;
Dead stick
"overlay" is an actor who messed up the scene and caused a stage wait;
Is the experimental performances that reshape the entire theater building,
Environmental theater
changing the traditional auditorium so as to inspire the actors and activate the
audience to perceive the performance.
The components of the above terminology combinations being common literary words which have
undergone a metaphorical reinterpretation having entered the theatre terminology are underlined. The
total number of the metaphorical terms of this type is 149 units, or 72.6% of the total number of
terminological metaphors. During the investigation, the terms borrowed from other terminological
systems were also identified, on the basis of which metaphors were also formed. “Such use of a term of
another terminological system in its figurative, but not direct meaning is called the interdisciplinary
primary terminological metaphor” (Bezzateeva, 2006, p. 148). Table 2 shows the examples of the given
type of metaphor.
Table 02. Interdisciplinary terminological metaphors
Terms
Definitions
Is the light control panel section that provides an alternative method of
Back up
control in case of a malfunction of the main control panel;
Black hole
Hole is black space (accidentally not flooded with light part of the scene);
Double bill
Is a performance composed of two plays (one-act or two-act).
The term components underlined in the examples are the terms of different terminological
systems, namely, economics, aviation and mechanics, correspondingly. Their total number is equal to 45
units or 22.8% of the number of all terminological metaphors.
3.2. Secondary terminological metaphor
Another phenomenon discovered in the process of studying metaphors in the theatre terminology
of the English language is the formation of a new term based on the metaphor already existing in the
literary language. "That is, a word or expression having a figurative meaning, having got into the theatre
terminology of the English language, in turn, changed its meaning again. Thus, there was the secondary
term formation by metaphor. This phenomenon is a secondary terminological metaphor" (Bezzateeva,
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2006, p. 149). We consider this type of metaphorical terms to be a special case of metaphorical term
formation, since, as some authors write, in the course of terminological metaphorization, in order to
prevent misinterpretation of a new metaphorical terminological unit, only the nearest meaning of the base
word (the word that is the basis of similarity) should be realized, while the process of forming an creative
metaphor can occur on the basis of actualization of both the main and secondary meaning of the word.
This is the difference between a terminological metaphor and creative one. At the same time, the
similarity coefficient of the scientific metaphor referents the term was introduced by Alekseeva (1999) is
high, as when creating a terminological metaphor, the rule of using only the main meaning of a word in
the common-literary language should be taken into account.
As noted by Alekseeva (1999), "a creative metaphor says one thing, but implies quite another,
while a scientific metaphor says one thing, but implies something similar, so it is no longer the riddle, but
the answer" (p. 32). This can also be attributed to the theatre metaphor. In all the cases we have found out,
only one and precisely the figurative meaning of the base word is the basis of similarity and formation of
a terminological metaphor of the described type.
The examples of the so-called secondary terminological metaphor are represented in Table 3.
Table 03. Secondary terminological metaphors
Terms
Definitions
Clove hitch
Is the main questions that every technician should know;
Dead area
Is the unlighted stage space;
Event-packed season
Is a successful season.
The examples given above show that individual components or whole term combinations are
lexemes that have direct and figurative meanings in the literary language. When entering the theatre
terminology, units with a figurative meaning again undergo semantic changes. The sampling of the
terminological metaphors contains 11 units of this type, which is 5.3% of the number of all metaphorical
terms. The comparatively small number of this type of terminological metaphors makes it possible to
consider them as special cases. Thus, the present research on terminological metaphors has revealed three
types of terminological metaphorization, namely:
1.

the primary terminological metaphorization,

2.

the interdisciplinary primary terminological metaphorization,

3.

the secondary terminological metaphorization.

The percentage of the metaphorical terms types in the sample is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 01. The percentage of the types of metaphorical terminologization

4.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to carry out the analysis of the metaphorization as the most productive

way of term formation in the theatre terminology of the English language as well as of the base words
forming metaphorical terms by means of the semantic changes.

5.

Research Methods
Identifying the given types of terminological metaphorization was carried out by modelling

method, which is a way of the reality phenomena consciousness, in which objects or processes are studied
by developing and studying their models.
A model is understood as mental or conditional images including images, descriptions, diagrams,
algorithms, graphs, drawings or devices used as a substitute for an object, process or phenomenon
(Girutsky, 2003, p. 269). Any model is based on a hypothesis about the possible device or the state of the
original, making possible the knowledge transfer from the model to the original under study (Girutsky,
2003, p. 270). The need for modelling in linguistics (Serebryakova & Milostivaya, 2017) arises due to the
fact that the object of science is inaccessible to the direct observation and the task is to establish a hidden
mechanism for processing the source material into the observable results. In the given research, the source
material is a base word, namely, a lexical unit of the literary language or other terminological system,
while the observed result is a terminological metaphor.

6.

Findings
The paper reveals the common semantic components in the structure of a common-literary word

and metaphorical term actualized in the process of the metaphorical term formation.
Let us explain that in this paper, the semantic component of the word meaning and term definition
is understood as the elementary, simple meaning contained in the language unit (Girutsky, 2003, p. 42).
The relative formality in identifying the basic meanings is accepted and the epistemological point of view
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that the content and definitions of the term are not just a sum of elementary meanings is not denied, since
within any basic sense, there are still cognitive and conceptual components.
The examples of identifying the common semantic components in the structure of a literary word
and a metaphorical term actualized in the process of terminological metaphorization are the following
terminological metaphors related to the different thematic fields of the theatre terminological system of
the English language, namely: wagon stage, track, bone yard, noise boy, dead pan. Let us analyze each of
the examples separately.
The terminological combination wagon stage in the theatre terminology has the meaning of the
rolling stage. Table 4 presents the linguistic worldview analysis of the given example.
Table 04. The linguistic worldview analysis of the terminological combination wagon stage
The first component
The second component
The second component of the terminological
The first component of this terminological
combination stage has the following meanings: 1) a
combination wagon, has the following
raised platform for better viewing of something by an
meanings: 1) a) cart; trolley; b) baby carriage;
audience; 2) the raised floor in a theatre or auditorium on
c) factory truck; d) truck; 2) wagon (in
which plays or other spectacles (as operas or ballets) are
England); b) van, caravan, pickup truck. In
enacted. In the English language, this term appeared as a
the Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary,
result of borrowing from the old French < estage floor,
a wagon is defined as a heavy four-wheel
platform for the performance in the XIII century. The
usually uncovered vehicle for transporting
roots of the French word estage come from the folk
bulky commodities and drawn originally by
Latin language: < lat. staticum is a place to stand.
animals but now often by a motor vehicle
Etymological analysis makes it possible to determine the
(Klein, 1971). In Klein's Comprehensive
general semantic components in the meaning of the
Etymological Dictionary of the English
common-literary words and the term definitions
Language [Merriam Webster’s…2005], it is
involved in the process of metaphorization. Thus, the
noted that the term wagon was borrowed by
common-literary word wagon in the formation of a
the English language from the middle Dutch
metaphorical theatre term implemented its "immediate"
as a result of contacts of soldiers in the
meaning as a means of transportation. The term stage is
continental wars, as well as due to Flemish
used in its original meaning stage, corresponding to the
emigrants who traded with the Netherlands.
main meaning of the word in the common-literary
The main semantic components in the given
language. Hence, in the process of metaphorization, not
above definitions of the term wagon are
just a term was born, but simultaneously a visual image
"vehicle", "four-wheeled", "heavy load".
of the stage rolling like a vehicle.
The analysis of the lexical meanings of the common-literary word and definition content of the
term suggests that this terminological metaphor is a primary terminological metaphor, since the similarity
is based on the semantic components of the nearest meanings of the common-literary words, in particular,
a "a means of transport of heavy loads" and "scene". The similarity coefficient of the metaphor (the term
of L. M. Alekseeva) is high, since only one meaning of each of the originative words involved in the
formation of the term combination is participating in forming the metaphor.
The term track has the meaning of a small metal rails-like construction for smooth drawing
the curtain in the theatre terminology. The linguistic worldview analysis of the given example is given in
Table 5.
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Table 05. The linguistic worldview analysis of the term track
Definitions
Results
Originally, the common-literary word track,
which had the meaning of a trace or mark left by As a result of the etymological analysis, it is clear
something, was borrowed in the XV century from that the semantic content of the term definition is
the middle French trac, which, in turn, goes back close to the meaning of the base word. A common
to the middle German trek- dragging, pulling, semantic component of the theatre term and a word
transportation, travel. Originally this term in the of the common-literary language is the meaning "a
meaning of a line of metal rails for wheeled line of metal rails".
vehicles was registered in 1805.
Therefore, it can be concluded that this terminological unit belongs to the interdisciplinary
terminological metaphor, since it was borrowed from the technical term system. The similarity coefficient
is high, since only one meaning of the base word is involved in term formation, namely, the base line of
metal rails.
As the next example, let us consider the term combination bone yard - a stockroom for overage
scenery, meaning a storehouse, a spare warehouse of used scenery. Table 6 presents the linguistic
worldview analysis of the given term combination.
Table 06. The linguistic worldview analysis of the terminological combination bone yard
The first component
The second component
The second component of the term combination
The first component of the mentioned terminology
yard goes back to the Old English geard-fenced
combination, bone comes from the Old English
place, yard, which, in turn, came from the Latin
bãn – bone, which in turn goes back to the Old
hortus-kitchen garden. The main meanings of the
High
German
bein
bone.
In
the
common-literary word yard are the following: 1) a
Merriam Webster's Dictionary, bone is defined as
small usually walled and often paved vacant area
1) one of the hard parts of the skeleton of a
poen to the sky and adjacent to a building; 2) an
vertegrate - one of the hard parts of the skeleton of
enclosure for poultry or livestock. In English slang,
the spine; 2) the more enduring parts of a dead
the lexical combination bone yard is used in the
body, mortal remains - more durable parts of a
metaphorical meaning of a cemetery (a fenced
dead body, remains.
place for remains).
It is clear from the definition of the theatre term (a stockroom for overage scenery - a storeroom, a
spare warehouse of used scenery), that the semantic content of the term corresponds to the content of the
meaning of the base word. The main semantic components reflected in the definition are the following:
"warehouse, storehouse", "overage theatrical scenery". The definitely connected by association and
involved in forming the terminological metaphor are "fenced place for remains", "warehouse" and
"overage theatrical scenery” of all the semantic components in the meanings of the common-literary
words bone and yard and the components in the term definition content bone yard.
Based on the above, it can be concluded that the given terminological metaphor refers to the
secondary terminological metaphor, since the comparison is based on the metaphorical meaning of the
word "bone yard", which is already exists in the English language, namely, "cemetery - warehouse of
remains". The similarity coefficient of referents of the terminological metaphor is high, as only one
figurative meaning of the base word is used.
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Let us consider the terminological combination noise boy, which in the theatre terminology has
the meaning of the sound operator of the theater. The linguistic worldview analysis of the term
combination noise boy is represented in Table 7.
Table 07. The linguistic worldview analysis of the terminological combination noise boy
The First Component
The Second Component
The first component of the mentioned
The second component of the term combination boy,
terminological combination noise goes back
according to Klein's Etymological Dictionary (Klein,
to the Old French noise - a noisy arguing,
1971), is of unclear origin. In the XIII century, it had the
quarrel, which, in turn, came from the Latin
meaning of the servant, later appeared the meaning of a
nausea seasickness, nausea, i.e. in the
male child. However, it is noted that perhaps boy goes
English language, this term came indirectly
back to the Old English personal male names Bõia,
from Latin through French. In the
Bõja, which, in turn, are derived from the Middle High
Merriam Webster's dictionary, [Merriam
German male name Buobo. The Middle High German
Webster’s…2005] noise is defined as "1)
Buobo goes back to the Old High German buobe, which
loud, confused, or senseless shouting or
means a boy. In Modern English, the common-literary
outcry; 2) sound that lacks agreeable musical
word boy is defined as 1) a male child from birth to
quality or noticeably loud, harsh, or
puberty; 2) a male servant; 3) one who does light work
discordant; 3) any sound that is undesired or
especially in the service fields.
that interferes with something."
Thus, of all the semantic components in the meanings of the common-literary words noise and boy
and the components in the theatre term definition content noise boy related by association and
participating in the forming the terminological metaphors are the following: a person who makes light
work and any unwanted sound (a sound engineer removes unwanted noise). Therefore, as a result of
analyzing the meanings of the common-literary words and definition semantic content, we come to the
conclusion that the terminological metaphor under study belongs to the primary terminological metaphor,
since the comparison is carried out entirely on the basis of the main meaning of the common-literary
words noise and boy existing in the English language. The similarity coefficient of the above metaphor is
considered to be high, since only one meaning of the base word is involved in the term formation.
The terminological combination dead-pan in the theatre terminology is defined as an actor who
makes people laugh in an utter emotionless manner. In the common-literary language, the mentioned
terminological combination means an inexpressive face. The results of the linguistic worldview analysis
of the given term combination is given in Table 8.
Table 08. The linguistic worldview analysis of the terminological combination dead-pan
The First Component
The Second Component
The second component of the terminological
The first component of the terminological
combination, the common-literary word pan, goes back
combination "dead" is first found around
to the Old English panne - dishes for cooking
725 in "Beowulf" and goes back to the Old
something, usually open, for example, a frying pan, pan,
English dēad, which in turn comes from the
bowl, trough, which, in turn, comes from the Old High
Old High German tõt – dead. In the
German phanne. The Old High German phanne was
Merriam Webster's dictionary (Merriam
borrowed from the folk Latin and comes from the Latin
Webster’s…2005) dead is defined as 1)
patere - to be open. In the Merriam Webster's
deprived of life; 2) having the appearance of
dictionary, pan is defined as kitchen utensils usually
death or being dead.
metal and typically broad, shallow and open.
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In a simple adding the common-literary words dead and pan, the word combination dead pan,
which is literally translated into a dead pan is obtained. But the common-literary word pan has also a
metaphorical meaning in colloquial speech face. Semantic components were considered in relation to the
linguistic world view and the results of the analysis are shown in Table 9.
Table 09. The common semantic components of the term combination dead pan
Semantic Components
Analysis
A face and having the appearance of death of the
semantic components in the words meanings dead, pan,
word combination dead pan and components of the
definition content of the theatre term dead-pan are the
As a result of the definition analysis the
common components related on the basis of associativity
following semantic components were
and participating in creating the terminological metaphor
identified: 1) face, 2) lack of expression.
that is, the comparison is based on the figurative
meaning of the word combination dead-pan. Thus, in
the theatre term dead-pan, the metaphorical meaning of
the common-literary word pan was implemented.
Based on the above, it can be concluded that the given terminological metaphor refers to the
secondary terminological metaphor, since the comparison is based on the metaphorical meaning of the
word combination of already existing common-literary words in the English language dead and pan. The
similarity coefficient of the terminological metaphor referents is high, as only one figurative meaning of
the base word is used.
In addition to defining the types of the terminological metaphors based on the source of their
formation, a metaphor of each type can be classified according to the theme. In the sample of the English
theatre terms, various and very heterogeneous thematic groups of metaphors were identified. The main
thematic groups of terminological metaphors were found out and represented in Table 10.
Table 10. The main thematic groups of terminological metaphors
Thematic group
Examples
head - lighting device located at the top;
1) "anthropometric" metaphors
heart - thickness in the suit;
plush family – empty seats (in the auditorium;)
2) metaphors "expressing movement mounting-installation of scenery;
or action"
acting-area - a small, separately lit stage space;
acting-area instrument - directional searchlight;
3) "technical" metaphors
bridge lift-an electric or hydraulic lift that raises and lowers
the stage floor;
brand-new play – a qualitatively new play;
4) "social and economic" metaphors
generic-standard stage lighting fixtures;
rave is a new generation light mixing console that allows to
control 100 channels, 40 moving beams, and 20 extra devices
using a single built-in standard output;
5)" art history " metaphors
vignette setting-design outlined by a few details in the middle of
the empty space;
book ceiling - folding ceiling;
6) "architectural" metaphors
library - theatre tickets agency;
7) "color" metaphors
black comedy – a modern type of comedy, the object of jokes in
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8) exact sciences metaphors

9) “food” metaphors
10) "animated" metaphors

11) "sea" metaphors

which are abnormal phenomena, subconscious fears, instincts,
etc.;
color wheel-continuous color change.
parallel-scaffolding (support);
laboratory theatre-experimental studio (acting and
performance);
"and cakes” - a contract clause (or an oral agreement) about
the actor's salary, place of residence and food;
coughnut revolt stage-rotating stage with non-rotating center;
rat-a person who speculates in theater tickets;
catwalk-connecting bridge.
gun that runs the deck - the scene master (a joke about an
assistant director);
clove hitch - the main questions that every technician should
know

Among the main groups of terminological metaphors identified in the research, the most numerous
are the groups of "anthropometric", "expressing movement, action", and "technical" metaphors. The
percentage of terms in groups is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 02. The percentage of metaphorical terms

7.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is possible to point out that a human being having a linguistic consciousness, as a

bearer of a certain culture perceives the outer world through language. In this particular case, this process
is implemented through forming theatre meanings of the common words. Language is a direct expression
of human culture and is closely related to it. Therefore, the specific relation to the world, nature, other
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human beings is formed by the worldview of the lingual-cultural community. In this regard,
approximately equal numbers of the "anthropometric" and "expressing movement, action" terminological
metaphors are associated with the social conditionality of the theatre terminology, the orientation to the
study and reflection on the stage of human life in all its diversity.
Based on the results of the research, it can be concluded that metaphorization is the main way of
forming the theatre terminology. Metaphorization as a way of formation and development of the theatre
terminological system is highly developed in the theatre terminology, and further increase in the
metaphorical terms formation will be inevitable.
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